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ABSTRACT:

The future of libraries is tenuous and we must embrace new technologies while promoting traditional services to satisfy patron’s educational, recreational, and information needs. A balance must be struck between traditional and digital library services for libraries to have a future. The zeitgeist and rampant trend of bookless libraries is a dangerous exercise in promoting illiteracy. To promote bookless libraries sends a clear message that books are irrelevant learning tools and that search engines provide sufficient data to complete school assignments. To focus solely on the Internet’s capabilities will result in gross underuse and undervaluing of libraries which may bring about their extinction. If libraries are to remain relevant, we must successfully integrate digital and traditional services so that the two work in tandem to provide optimal service. 
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In Defense of Libraries
The future of libraries is in flux. In this information age on the perpetual verge of technological obsolescence, libraries are feeling the pressure to cut traditional programs and services to make room for digital capabilities. In an effort to draw patrons, libraries are “reinventing themselves as they struggle to remain relevant.” (Sarno, 2010) For example, some libraries are rebranding themselves as “digital activity centers” and “community centers” to appear more necessary in our auto-digitizing culture. (Sarno, 2010) Several academic and public libraries have gone bookless as well as one reported school library in Texas. Even more traditional and research libraries are hosting regular gaming contests to draw patrons. 
We are becoming information professionals in an exciting, tumultuous, and pivotal time. The Digital Age. It is a time when we enjoy stroking our tech gadgets, pleased by the finer aesthetics of good design and seemingly smarter interactive tools. We have lined the pockets of Steve Jobs, Bill Gates, and countless other software designers with our desire for mobile access and sleek touch-screens. However, it is not the appeal of technology that is in question for libraries, but its adverse effect in promoting literacy, especially when it comes to educating our young people. We must embrace new technologies to enhance the wealth of organized knowledge that libraries make available to all. However, we must discover new ways to use technology to continue to advocate literacy and promote reading. In this crucial time for libraries, we must focus on our assets, not our lack.  We must not abandon the real mission of libraries by shifting our focus to the next trend. We must embrace new technologies while promoting traditional services to satisfy patron’s educational, recreational, and information needs.
As the ancient Greek philosopher Herakleitos wrote, “Change alone is unchanging.” (Davenport, 1979, p. 15). Change happens, we acclimate, and the current changes again: so goes the carousel. There is little doubt that the way our society processes information is changing. With the advent of Web 2.0 technologies, non-library users and patrons alike are questioning the role of libraries in society. In this information age where data can be quickly obtained, mined, disseminated, shared, and remixed via Google and other Web services from the comfort of their homes or while riding the bus, for example, it is crucial for libraries to remain relevant by increasing their visibility to nonusers and patrons alike. However, we must employ common sense, and not heed the zeitgeist decrying that “books are dead.” (Siegler, 2010) As librarians, we must think critically about the sources of this rhetoric, and not spin our wheels trying to compete with newer and newer technologies. 
Lately, libraries have been a hot topic in the news. Over the course of this semester alone, several libraries including Stanford University's Terman Engineering Library have drastically reduced their book collections while augmenting their digital capabilities. “In this move, the library has cut down the number of books to about 20,000 from 80,000 and increased the number of e-books to around 40,000.”(Park, 2010)  In September 2010, the University of Texas at San Antonio became the first completely "bookless library." (Schaffhauser, 2010) Lamar High School in Houston, Texas has drastically reduced their book collections in an attempt to “move the school into the 21st century by boosting student academic traffic to the Internet.” (Lescalleet, 2010). Libraries in the Rangeview, Colorado district are embracing these changes by reaching out to teens and adults alike by incorporating gaming culture wherein “reference desks and study carrels have been replaced by rooms where kids can play Guitar Hero.” (Sarno, 2010).  
While the implementation of information technologies in our library systems is exciting and affords immediate access for users, it is nonetheless a danger to literacy to rely solely on digital services. “Technology’s…role is to add electronic resources…to the treasures that exist on paper and in one’s own observations in the real world. The computer should help research become more varied, more complex, more nuanced, more multifaceted, more up-to-date, and more complete.” (Oppenheimer, 2003, p.158) “Researchers say the lure of these technologies, while it affects adults too, is particularly powerful for young people. The risk, they say, is that developing brains can become more easily habituated than adult brains to constantly switching tasks — and less able to sustain attention.” (Richtel, 2010). “Attention is not a unlimited resource, and the process of searching and choosing sources of information expends a great deal of it. “ (Rubin, p.238, 2010) In an attempt to appeal to young users and reinvigorate circulation, librarians are opting to pass over the implementation of reading programs such as Manix, a successful incentive-based teen reading program run by Manukau Libraries in New Zealand. (Gayton, 2010) By referring to books as obsolete and to the Dewey Decimal System as “arcane”, library officials seem to exhibit an undervaluing of traditional library services and appear dismissive of the inherent wealth of books in libraries. 
Inherent in the term bookless is a lack. To be less something is to lack it, and in the case of bookless libraries, it means great challenges to scholarship and the pursuit of knowledge. “Levy argued that digital libraries encourage “hyper-extensive reading…characterized as a frenzy of short bursts of shallow attending to information fragments.” [and] “that the sustained reading needed for true reflection and scholarship might be sacrificed.” (as quoted in Rubin, p.238, 2010) Maryanne Wolf, in Proust and the Squid: The Story and Science of the Reading Brain writes that “We are how we read’: e-mail, blogs, hyperlinks, pop-up ads, news alerts, and so on require a very different intelligence than that needed for a sustained and deep reading experience. We may become ‘mere decoders of information.’” (as quoted in Donatich, 2009).   In his essay The Bookless Future: What the Internet is doing for Scholarship, David Bell writes of using his new e-reader: ” If my own experience is any guide, "search-driven" reading can make for depressingly sloppy scholarship.” (2005, p.31). To promote bookless libraries sends a clear message that books are irrelevant learning tools and that search engines provide sufficient data to complete school assignments.
We form relationships with books unlike those we may form with our computer screens. To read a book is to explore, grow, and learn. To stare at screens is to anticipate what will happen next. A recent Salon.com article reports that “only 38 percent of 12th graders classified as at or above the “proficient” level on the Nation’s Report Card.” (Armario, 2010) While “the No Child Left Behind law championed by President George W. Bush set a goal for every student to read and do math at their grade level by 2014, the national assessment scores indicate students are still trailing significantly behind.” (Armario, 2010). 

“An NEA report made national headlines when it revealed that literary reading in 	America is not only declining rapidly among all groups but the rate of decline has 	accelerated especially among the young and further complained that educators and 	publishers contribute to a general culture which does not encourage or reinforce 	reading.”(NEA, as quoted in Donatich, 2009). 

Moreover, academic and school libraries such as UTSA, Cushing Academy, and Lamar High that have transitioned to go bookless appear detrimental to future generations of readers. ‘Historically, libraries have been an especially important channel for introducing children and adults to books, and promoting reading, literacy, and self-development.” (Rubin, p.18, 2010) In a world driven by mobile technology, one might wonder who will promote reading and literacy development if librarians are encouraging video game and Internet use in lieu of books? Another major concern regarding future readers is the possibility that our culture’s predilection for distraction, multitasking and heavy reliance on technology is actually reprogramming our brains and changing our DNA. Michael Rich, an associate professor at Harvard Medical School and executive director of the Center on Media and Child Health in Boston states:  “The worry is we’re raising a generation of kids in front of screens whose brains are going to be wired differently.” (Richtel, 2010). 
 So, why bookless? It seems unconscionable to imagine abandoning one century-old tried and true resource for another – while duly important – resource. “What is often puzzling about these discussions is the assumption that we are being forced to choose between books and digital media-and that we must do it now. But we have also gone through a century of evolving media -- movies, radio, television -- none of which died as another was born.” (Kniffel, 2010). As Alexander Coyle, chairman of Cushing Academy’s history department, asserts: “A lot us are wondering how this changes the dignity of the library, and why we can’t move to increase digital resources while keeping the books.’’ (Abel, 2009) Clearly, physical space is an issue worthy of evaluation when assessing a library’s needs and storage capacities. 
However, it seems that other avenues might be explored in terms of generating revenue to offset costs of maintaining said physical space for books. For example, academic libraries like Cushing might consider renting auxiliary space to student-run sandwich shops. Public libraries might rent space to local organizations like Alcoholics Anonymous (AA). All libraries could consider hosting literary, music, or other performing arts events to both promote the library as a cultural institution as well as promote collections. This will both generate revenue as well as increase patronage by keeping users at the library. 
If libraries “reinvent themselves” as “digital activity centers”, it is inevitable that millennials and other young adults who have grown up in the information age will quickly deduce their irrelevance if all libraries have to offer are video games and computers that are likely to be prevalent in their homes and in their pockets. As was the case in Britain, the devolution of libraries into “ideas centres” resulted in “these initiatives [being] laughed out of existence, condemned by local people, criticized by senior politicians and derided in the press.” (Coates, 2008). As popular blogger and self-described “annoyed librarian” notes: 

“if institutions that call themselves libraries change to the point where they offer 	nothing but entertainment space and computers, either because they don’t care 	about anything not extremely popular or because publishers freeze them out of the 	digital information market, then “libraries” aren’t surviving at all. To say otherwise 	is an exercise in doublespeak.” (2010)  

If the future of libraries is tenuous, how do we as librarians continue to promote literacy in this ever-changing information culture? According to Shuler, “reading advocates might need to shift their language…from traditional literacy to a multifaceted and multitasking literacy more appropriate to the Internet than the print culture.” (Shuler, 2002, p. 159, as quoted in Rubin). While I agree that the way our society interacts with information necessitates reevaluation of pedagogical models and concepts, it seems erroneous to dismiss the merits of traditional literacy altogether. It seems this attempt to redefine our libraries promotes confusion and possible attention deficit disorder. “There is so much stuff just a click away that it’s hard to concentrate and stay focused.” (Kuttner, 2006, as quoted in Rubin, p. 238) Moreover, while it is certainly advantageous to advocate for literacy in myriad capacities in order to reach an optimal number of patrons, it seems misguided to think that test scores and reading proficiency levels will not suffer if traditional literacy is neglected in favor of “multifaceted literacy.” According to Professor Anderson, a professor of psychology at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, “Multitasking using ubiquitous, interactive and highly stimulating computers and phones…appears to have a more powerful effect than TV.” (Richtel, 2010).

“A 2008 study of the reading abilities of young people found that although the reading 	skills and comprehension of younger children had improved, those of seventeen-year olds 	were almost identical to those of seventeen-year-olds in 1971…” “These findings… 	suggest that the reading habit is being lost or seriously threatened among young adults 	[and] are particularly troubling because reading is strongly correlated with literacy skills 	and successful academic performance. (Rubin, p.187, 2010)

While it may be so that young people are turning out in droves to play Guitar Hero and borrow Internet time, it seems certain that these options will not encourage them to indulge in literature or even crack their textbooks. As former ALA president Michael Gorman notes, "the argument that all these young people would turn up to play video games and think, 'Oh by the way, I must borrow that book by Dostoyevsky' — it seems ludicrous to me." (Sarno, 2010). While libraries certainly strive to provide opportunities for entertainment as well as information and education, I wonder where the balance lies.  “Many people clearly find video games loads of fun. Curmudgeons may object to their existence, but one needn’t wear a monocle to see a white flag raised when institutions ostensibly devoted to preserving literary culture promote the pastime most associated with mental atrophy.“ (Flynn, 2010) In my opinion, we are sending a clear message to young people that reading isn’t cool enough, that we must employ gadgets and games to trick them into reading. Kids don’t like to feel tricked; in fact, the surest way to alienate young people is to lose their trust. It has been my experience that they will read books if they receive proper guidance. 
Indeed, for centuries there have existed successful methods for facilitating a love for reading. One recent example is a study conducted by Byrnes, Deerr, and Kropp. They “recommend four critical services that public libraries can provide to develop literacy skills: “age-appropriate spaces, materials, programming, and the opportunity for parents to gain skills through modeling.” (2003, p.42, as quoted in Rubin) As Raab writes, “Reading groups for children make them feel like they belong to a club. They can choose what they want to read without being told what to read by a teacher. Each child feels important when it's his or her turn to choose the next book for the group to read.” (2010) Raab also specifies the usefulness of psychology in selecting an odd number of group participants to facilitate literary discussion. Another study of “avid and occasional social communal readers” discovered that “for these teens, reading exists in a ‘virtuous circle’ in which friends encourage reading for pleasure and shared reading experiences solidify friendships.” (Howard, 2010, p. 36). Among the reasons named for such peer influence are “not wanting to feel left out.” (p. 37). Other teens surveyed acknowledged “that they would be nonreaders if it weren’t for their friends’ influence.” (p.37). 
It is known that teens underuse both their public and school libraries, even those whom once may have been regular patrons stop showing up. During this volatile time, many teens disappear from the library due to fear of judgment, and may choose to avoid seeking library services for fear of examination or punishment. “Children ‘vanish’ from the public library between the ages of 14 and 20” (Brown, 2004, p. 265 as cited in Snowball, 2007 p. 25).  When considering the development of teen library programs, librarians should consider peer influence when assessing existing teen services. Additionally, to encourage love of reading and entice teens to utilize the library, it is necessary for teens to feel that they are respected and validated as young adults of purpose.
As a school library media specialist with PS 225 in Brighton Beach, Brooklyn, Stephanie Rosalia sets an example of how to strike a delicate balance between employing both information technologies and traditional literacy models in advocating for lifelong learning and literature. “Combining new literacy with the old, Ms. Rosalia invites students to write book reviews that she posts in the library’s online catalog. She helped a math teacher design a class blog. She urges students to use electronic databases linked from the library’s home page.” (Rich, 2010)
As librarians, it is also our responsibility to aid teens in forming necessary critical thinking skills. Shirley writes: “since education is supposed to prepare students to think critically so that they can function as adults, the role of the school library is paramount in the goal of information literacy.” (Shirley, 2000). It is important for teens to learn the myriad research methods available to them, and not rely on Internet sources to complete school assignments. In an effort to promote the value of books as trusted learning tools, librarians can assign research assignments wherein students can learn of the prevalence of misinformation on websites.  Another method that can assist in sharpening student’s critical thinking skills is to organize a “banned books” reading group.  This can be useful for both students and the staff to help ameliorate some of the mystery and stigma surrounding “questionable” materials. Another slightly different tactic was employed by Jo Sennit, a Charter Librarian at the Learning Resource Center at Groby Community College in Leicestershire. Sennit continues to innovate many exciting services for teens, including hosting a “bonfire” during Banned Books Week where controversial books were signified by Post-it notes that the students attributed the legend “BANNED” to. They created posters, shared student opinions, and educated students about intellectual freedom and their rights. (Sennit, 2009, p. 2).
Another serious challenge for bookless libraries are privacy and intellectual freedom concerns. As a patron, there is something discreet, almost clandestine around checking books out of the library. The digitization of our culture is rapidly changing how we share, disseminate, and control information. One wonders how much control can be asserted digitally to maintain privacy rights and intellectual freedoms. As Children’s Internet Protection Act (CIPA) has proven insufficient in managing objectionable data, as well as censoriously limited patron access to viable websites due to faulty filtering devices, it seems logical to surmise that its efforts in controlling information are unreliable. (Rubin, 2010, p.351)
The prevalence of bookless libraries is completely destabilizing how we consider the role of libraries in our lives. In my opinion, it is reducing the wealth of our library collections to bits and bytes and blips. Free-floating particles of information above our heads just enough out of reach to create an insatiable need to keep reaching up. It’s Wonkavision for the next generation. According to Todd Oppenheimer, author of The Flickering Mind, a study of technology’s impact on K-12 students’ abilities for learning: ”The whole concept of “computer literacy” is overblown to begin with.  It’s just not a big deal to learn how to use a computer.” (2003)
At their foundation, libraries provide myriad free and vital services for all people. They provide shelter and quiet places for study and scholarship; opportunities for both non-formal and formal edification; access to books, DVDs, events, culture, digital services, WiFi, entertainment, and information to name a few. One might argue that to question the need for libraries in our ever-evolving culture is analogous to questioning our need for postal services. After all, mobile computing, text messages, instant messaging, and email far supersede the usefulness and expedience of the US Postal Service, yet their locations remain open six days per week. According to a recent article in Business Week, this can be attributed to their lack of appeal: “Privatizing the Postal Service, as countries including Germany and the Netherlands have done, is an “unlikely” option for the U.S. because it wouldn’t be attractive to investors…” (Keane, 2010).
“One has to wonder why the rhetoric against books has turned so hostile. (Is it 	because books still matter?) My own personal library does not seek revenge against 	the Internet, but am I alone in detecting the aggressive tone of those who celebrate 	the virtual library at the 	expense of the physical book? Does one technology 	necessarily obliterate another? Did the 	television destroy the radio?“ (Donatich, 	2009). 

It seems curious that energies surround the need for libraries to prove their worth at the same time that information is being commodified by companies like Apple, Google and Amazon. One wonders why those in favor of bookless libraries in particular meet libraries and books with such vehemence. If libraries are becoming so irrelevant due to advances in technology, why is there such interest in privatizing them? It would seem that one knows all too well the power that librarians have in managing, controlling, standardizing, and organizing a library’s information resources. The future is information. No matter the method of transmission, be it book, e-reader or Internet, it seems private interest has developed to gain control of the “world’s information” because it is vital to present and future interests for our progress as a nation. 
 Due to the proliferate and ever-changing nature of information technologies, another challenge that bookless libraries face is standardization of cataloging systems. With the onslaught of information that we navigate daily, librarians might market their unique skills in harnessing and retrieving this information for users. As Rubin writes: “…the need to standardize the format and organization of records has become critical.” (p.154) It is easy for patrons to become frustrated by time-consumptive attempts to seek information, especially when a Google search from the comfort of one’s own home can yield similar results with ease. Despite the interesting distinction that Mann contributes between scholarly and “quick information seekers”, users will often settle for lesser results quicker as opposed to better results over time. (as quoted in Rubin, p. 147) In this information age, it is necessary for libraries to provide agile and user-friendly systems to suit their patrons’ needs. As Rubin purports: “the role of libraries is defined by the needs of the societies that create them.” (2010, p.28) 
And we are responsible. As a culture, we opt for entertainment over scholarship. Instant gratification versus delayed. With the prevalence of RSS readers, we no longer have to surf the Web; the Web comes to us. With the use of WiFi or paid data plans, mobile technologies provide instant access to information, recreation, and entertainment. How can libraries compete? 
In a recent Facebook poll, I surveyed respondents to assess their library usage and information and service needs. Since I posted the poll as a status update, I could not control the responses or target any specific age group or demographic. However, all of the respondents were female Bay Area residents, frequent patrons of public libraries, and ranged in age from 25-45. The results revealed that two-thirds of the participants were not aware of the library services already available to them. Keeping in mind the absence of barriers involved in serving these patrons, it would seem that marketing efforts need improvement. 
Naturally, more marketing efforts means more funding. More funding from a government that decries the value in shaping young minds and bodies yet votes to eliminate vital educational opportunities towards a future literate society. A society of future taxpayers, parents, citizens, and consumers whom may potentially carry our country through more wars. It seems safe to assert that the United States is not going to increase funding for libraries. It is not in their financial interest to do so. There are not enough cost-benefits and/or revenue generated from keeping library doors open to influence their bottom line.  It is incumbent upon us taxpayers, librarians, educators, fighters and citizens to unify our interests. 
We must create sustainable and renewable ways to reinvigorate our libraries. The development of information technologies has great potential to maximally enhance the library experience. Libraries will need to strike a delicate balance in maintaining their original mission by both preserving books and rare source materials as well as providing great interoperability for digitized materials. While librarians must utilize digital technologies to remain relevant in our information culture, it is also crucial that we honor and preserve the foundation, history, and mission of libraries by employing as many methods as possible to find, manage, and disseminate the information we seek. 
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